4 ohm dvc wiring diagram

Want to know how to wire your dual voice coil subwoofer or match the right kind to your
amplifier? Read on to find out more. Dual voice coil speakers are extremely similar to single
voice coil models except for having a 2nd voice coil winding, wire, and wire terminals. They
produce sound when a musical signal is supplied. Dual voice coil DVC speakers, which are
most often subwoofers, are almost the same as standard single voice coil speakers. Single
voice coil subwoofers have only one speaker voice coil winding while dual voice coil models
have a 2nd voice coil of the same Ohm rating impedance added in the bobbin. Power handling
ratings are usually very similar always double-check to be sure but might be a bit different.
These days, most car amplifiers have certain power ratings in Watts at a specific speaker load
Ohm rating. For example, a mono amplifier might have the following power ratings:. A 2 ohm
DVC subwoofer could be used and wired in parallel to allow the amp to put out its full power. As
I mentioned earlier, not all amplifiers can be bridged. How can you add a subwoofer and supply
it with enough power without having to buy a second amp? With a dual voice coil subwoofer,
you could use one channel for each of the voice coils to drive the subwoofer with enough
power. The rest is relatively easy! Then pick the right number of dual voice coil subwoofers that
can be wired to match that required by the amp. Click here to download the. PDF 2 Ohm dual
voice coil sub wiring diagram. You can also message me directly here. So right off the bat the
sub is at 2 OHMS. I have it paired to a Mono 2 OHM amp at watts. Now this amp has connections
for 2 channels. At the moment I have it hooked up to one channel going to one set of sub
terminals. I hope I explained the best that I could. Basically the same as using 2 separate SVC
subwoofers but just in one subwoofer instead. Yes, old school I know. What do you suggest I
wire it down to? Thank you. Hi there. I would wire one voice coil to each channel and drive the
RCA inputs with a mono signal same on both channels. Forgot to mention adding 2 bullet
tweeters also db drive to the same 4 channel amp, please assist with best case Thank you in
Advance. That would work. It states w and w nominal. Based on your diagrams, I think that the
output will be 8ohms. However I will like to know what size of amp I need to push it. Hi Marty,
Would seriously change the wiring on the subs. Would purchase a 2 channel amp X 2 ohm. For
the subs. They are w max with 80w nom and they are 4 ohms. I also have to get 2 midrange
speakers. I would like you to: 1 suggest the no. Depending on your suggestion, what size of
amp s would you recommend. Otherwise, you could use a good 2 ohm stable 2-channel amp to
drive both pairs of speakers, but that offers a bit less flexibility. When speakers share an amp
channel they have to share the power available, too. Hi Marty, I am trying to finalize everything I
need for my Car audio project and I need some of your very specialized knowledge. The
following is a list of what I have and what I am looking to purchase. Here goes:. Have to get a 2
ohm 2 channel amp. Selected these 4 from ebay in no particular order. You decide if you like
any of them or make your own recommendation. Again, you decide if you like them or
recommend a different brand. I have to purchase a pair of Tweeters. You can suggest a pair. A
Amplifier for the highs and midrange B Crossover either 2,3 or 4 way electronic. The midrange
are ok but not necessarily suited well for bass in the range of vocals in music. Hi Marty, Thanks
very much. Really appreciate the advice. Going with them all. However 2 things, first the JBL
speakers are 3 ohm. Regards Tony. The component sets I recommended are full range, not
midrange. Tweeters are highs, to be very specific about the terminology. Hello Marty, I do not
have a contact page for you. You can send it to me. You can also contact me via my email.
However this may be my last post. You said that I do not need a crossover. Hi, the Contact page
is in the menu at the top or just go here. Generally speaking, how the amps are connected
depends on your head unit. Some have one pair of RCAs while others have up to 3 pairs or even
none. Also, some amps have RCA outputs which can easily be then connected to a second
amp. You can use RCA Y adapters to connect to all 4 inputs there also. You have been very
insightful and very very helpful. Your knowledge is tremendous. Marty, you are one of the guys
and I hope you keep up the good work. Your articles are very interesting and helpful. Again,
Thanks very much. Thanks, Anthony. Please help. Or what specifically? Good morning. Are you
able to remove the speakers from the box? Hi Marty, its me, Anthony. The 6X9 speaker is 80
watts rms. The tweeter is 90 watts rms. Can i use them connected together on the watt rms per
channel amp? Would there be any issues? Regards Anthony. Yes, you sure can. Hello Jesse I
need a bit more info, especially specific model of the amp or just tell me the min. What is a dual
voice coil speaker? Single vs dual voice coil subs: which is better? PDF version you can view or
print. Your comments are welcome! I hope I explained the best that I could Reply. Forgot to
mention adding 2 bullet tweeters also db drive to the same 4 channel amp, please assist with
best case Thank you in Advance Reply. Hopefully that helps. Regards Tony Reply. Tony Reply.
Best regards. Regards Anthony Reply. Always great to get your insight. Keep up the good work.
Thank you very much for the information. I am Marwan from Iraq. Do you have a YouTube
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May 21, 3 0 Sacramento, CA. Hello all, so I've asked these questions to RF technicians but I
usually get a short response that partially answers one of the many questions I asked, I figured
I'd ask some of the same questions here and see if I can get some better answers. I have a
couple questions that will seem stupid and then some more specific questions. I understand the
basics of how to wire either parallel or series but whenever I see pictures of wiring diagrams
like ones on the Rockford Fosgate site they show lines, for example going from one positive
terminal and then back to another negative one on an amplifier, but don't say whether its the
same channel or a different one. If you wire 2 subs and the "starting" wire goes from the
positive end of one terminal on the amp, on to the sub s , then does the returning negative wire
come back to that same terminal channel on the amp or to another channel? The later makes no
sense to me unless you're bridging the amp, but I just wanted to clarify. As a specific example,
one such wiring diagram shows how to hook up two 2ohm DVC Speakers for a 2ohm load
wiring option 2 and shows the wires coming from one positive and coming back to one
negative, I assume this is showing how they would be set up on one channel. How would this
same thing work with 2 channels? The bottom line is I'm trying to decide whether I need to get 4
ohm or 2 ohm DVC subs, and how to wire them for the most powerful performance. The first
stereo i ever had was installed for me, but I would like to install the next one myself. I'm hoping
to use my original 2 Channel RF Punch S amplifier to power 12'' subs and purchase an
additional multi-channel amp to power speakers in the car. I think that wiring the speakers in the
car will be pretty straight forward, but I'm trying to figure out how to wire the subs for the most
optimal Impedance. So if I have two 2ohm subs on one channel it doesn't do me much good
because each sub would only get watts, right? Is there any way to wire one 2 ohm DVC sub per
channel at 2ohms? If I have missed any options here, please let me know, but its looking like I'd
be better off getting 4 ohm subs and wiring them as 2ohm or bridging the amp, since my amp
can't handle less than 2 ohms. What would sound better, one sub pushing w or two both
receiving w? I figure I could run into more power issues with the bridged set up. I know I asked
a ton of questions, but any help is much appreciated since all this stuff is giving me a headache.
Jan 27, 0 Alabama. I haven't got any subs yet because I'm trying to decide whether to use 2ohm
or 4ohm DVC subs. Echo CarAudio. Jan 22, 3, 0 Antioch, IL. Aug 17, 1, 0 Erie Pa. This will get
you the most power out of your amp. Ok, I think the reason I'm confusing people, and myself, is
that I was reading too much into the wiring diagrams. It's pretty apparent that all of these wiring
diagrams are showing how to wire a sub s to one channel, the only time you're using more than
one channel is if you bridge them. You could split voice coils per channel but that would be
retarded. Create an account or login to comment You must be a member in order to leave a
comment Create account Create an account on our community. It's easy! Log in Already have
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ing options shown in this application may not be compatible with your amplifier because of low
impedance loads. Please check your amplifier owner's manual to determine the best wiring
option and verify the overall impedance load is compatible with your amplifier before making
any connections. Close Menu. Car Security. Ohm's Law Calculators. Relay Diagrams.
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